EverTrust Horizon is a distributed digital trust governance and automation solution. Using open protocols along with proprietary APIs, Horizon seamlessly integrates in corporate and cloud environments to manage certificate lifecycle.

"Thanks to EverTrust Horizon we manage to reduce repetitive tasks by 70%"

Security Manager
Banking

Horizon enforce compliance with security policies through its Discovery module. This is just the perfect tool to implement digital trust governance within organizations.

"We achieved our CAs migration for the entire organization in less than 5 months"

PKI Operation
Power Industry
**WHAT IS HORIZON?**

**Discover**
- Scan certificates over the networks and in depth on each machine.
- Detect self-signed and untrusted certificates, thus enforcing Digital Trust compliance.
- Monitor revoked and expired certificates, plan ahead certificate renewal and prevent outages.

**Decide**
- Analyse data collected from scanning and lifecycle management.
- Visualize Digital Trust data through rich dashboards and reports.
- Plan ahead your actions to shift from reactive to proactive.

**Manage**
- Automate certificate lifecycle management across heterogeneous ecosystems.
- Integrate to complex environments seamlessly (cloud, on premises, hybrid).
- Leverage open standards and an easy-to-use PKI agnostic web registration authority.

**HOW DOES IT WORKS?**

- User
- Scanner
- Web Apps
- IoT
- Devices
- EMM & MDM

- Web Registration Authority
- Discovery
- ACME
- WCCE
- EST
- SCEP

- Third Party Connectors
- REST APIs
- PKI Connectors
- Secret Engine

- Cloud & Appliances
- PKI
- HSM & Vaults
### Supported Protocols & Ecosystems

- ACMEv2 (RFC 8555)
- EST (RFC 7030)
- SCEP (RFC 8894)
- WCCE (Windows auto-enrollment)
- Amazon AWS ACM
- F5 BigIP
- Jamf Pro
- Microsoft Azure KeyVault
- Microsoft Intune
- And more ...

### Supported PKI

- Entrust Certificate Service
- CertEurope CCS
- DigiCert CertCentral
- GlobalSign MSSL
- AWS PCA
- EJBCA
- IDnomic OpenTrust PKI
- Microsoft AD Certificate Services
- Nexus Certificate Manager
- And more ...

### FOR WHOM?

**CISO - Digital Trust Officer**

Provide 360 visibility on certificate through dashboarding and analytics.

Enable decision making to reduce security risks.

Adapt to a constantly evolving cryptographic world (PQC, obsolescence) by being crypto-agile.

**SecOPS**

Get rid of certificate outages. Relieve your operations teams from manual tasks to focus on added value works.

**DevOPS**

Provide orchestration for instant certificate provisioning, ready for Kubernetes, Ansible, Terraform, etc.

### WHY CHOOSE HORIZON?

**Cost Effective**

Fully built in the EU, the scalable pricing provides the best ROI for Digital Trust management.

**UX & UI**

Advanced ergonomic interface to ease the configuration and usage.

**Versatile**

REST APIs as a first-class citizen. Based on open protocols integrates easily & seamlessly with your ecosystems.

**Scalable & Resilient**

A distributed solution to manage from thousands to millions of certificates without a single point of failure.